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Amazon Mechanical Turk ‑ Office Hours January 2011
 [pause]
Natala Menezes:  [1:25] Hi everyone. My name is Natala Menezes. I'm a product manager here at Mechanical Turk, and I wanted to welcome you to the first Amazon Mechanical Turk Office Hours of 2011. We are very excited to be here. We have a bunch of things to share with you, and we are looking forward to answering your questions.
[1:48] Just a bit of logistics to start us off. We are really here to participate in a conversation. We want to listen to your feedback and hear your questions. We will be operating for questions through the question panel.
[2:03] I have a picture on the screen here that shows the question icon... Question manager, I guess it is, exposed. If you're not seeing this today in your implementation, go up to the upper right‑hand corner, there's a tab called "View." And from the drop‑down you can select to "See Questions." And through that mechanism, you'll be able to ask us questions.
[2:30] We will be moderating questions throughout the presentation. And we will spend most of the presentation time at the very end answering your questions. If we don't get to your question, we'll also follow up on the blog, as well.
[2:46] So just from a quick overview perspective of what we'll be doing today, we will be giving an introduction to Mechanical Turk. Most of you are probably very familiar, we just wanted to give some context for the platform. We'll be providing a platform review and a products API update. We'll be talking a little bit about best practices regarding HIT design, Human Intelligence Tasks, and then we'll go into Q and A.
[3:15] So first, some quick introductions. As I mentioned, I'm Natala Menezes. I'm a senior product manager here on Mechanical Turk. My first experience using Mechanical Turk was for web research through one of our partners called SmartSheet.
[3:36] Great. Adam, would you like to introduce yourself?
Adam Bradley:  [3:40] Hi. I'm Adam Bradley, I'm one of the senior engineers here on the Mechanical Turk team. I've been with the team since before we launched. Focused a lot on API design, web page design, making sure that we follow best practices all the way across our public surface area.
[4:01] I also wrote my own BBS software back in the late '80s, listening to Def Leppard.
[laughter]
[4:06] It was good practice for writing my own web server a few years later and... Yeah.
James Willeford:  [4:16] OK. This is James Willeford, I'm also a relative veteran, I guess, on the team, principal engineer on the team, and worked on a lot of different things on the platform. I focus on scaling and operational stability, that sort of thing.
[4:36] There's a lot of plumbing that goes into Mechanical Turk, and we work hard to make sure that things can scale and that we are able to be responsive in the UI.
[4:47] I've worked on a lot of different features, as I mentioned. On the web page, there's that "Number of HITs available to you..." I'm sorry, not "available to you" but "Number of HITs in the system" at the top of the page, I worked on that. So you can blame me for that. So, yeah.
Natala:  [5:04] Great. Thank you, Adam and James. It's really exciting to be able to have two of our front‑line engineers here with us today, answering your questions.
[5:21] So one of the things that's been really exciting about working on Mechanical Turk is learning about all the different ways in which customers are using the platform. We are seeing an extraordinary growth in the type of questions, the type of HITs that are in the platform. And we really see them fall into four buckets. Data management, categorization, content and media, and business services.
[5:42] As a new Requester, you may be wondering, "What can I do with the platform? What should I put on Mechanical Turk? What is going to do well? What kind of work do our Workers enjoy?" And these four buckets of work really reflect, I think, the diversity of work that's available on the platform, and the types of things, the types of work, that do really well in the platform.
[6:04] You know some of the highlights that I would mention is business listing verification. So being able to figure out if a phone at a local business is actually still operational, and then getting information on whether or not they have changed their hours, or their specials, or something like that... You can view that type of business verification through Mechanical Turk today.
[6:25] Categorization is definitely near and dear to Amazon's heart. As we have a large product catalog and we need to, in order to keep that catalog accessible and fresh, we want to make sure that all the data is up‑to‑date. And that requires classification and tagging of information.
[6:44] I think one of the popular areas that also falls under categorization is sentiment analysis. We see a number of Requesters doing sentiment analysis on tweets from Twitter, trying to understand, "Is this a positive tweet about my business? Is this a negative tweet about my business? How should I potentially respond to this information?"
[7:05] Content and media, these are tasks like photo moderation, content creation and writing tasks. And transcription, which we plan to use to transcribe this session, is also a very popular task on the platform.
[7:18] The final area is what I like to call business services. I sometimes also refer to this as "replace your intern." And these are the types of things which involve product testing or web research. Where you need large volumes of work done quickly and the parallelization of Mechanical Turk is very useful.
[7:42] When we think about how Requesters access Mechanical Turk, there's really three ways. One is the WebUI, and the WebUI supports both our Workers and our Requesters. Very easy to access. The HITs are created in HTML, and you're able to do management of the data and information quite a bit through an upload‑download process by a CSB.
[8:05] We also have an API and a set of command line tools or CLTs. This allows more programmatic access. We have multiple SVKs, and it really supports massive scale within the platform. So if you have that question, "How can I put a billion HITs into the platform?" Then the APIs are probably going to be your best bet.
[8:24] And the last area is our eco‑system partners, the applications and solutions providers who have created specific applications or tool‑sets or services to support work on Mechanical Turk. These are typically experts in work flow design. They know either how to create a service platform that works for a specific Requester, or they've built an application for a specific type of task.
[8:50] The great benefit with working with part of our eco‑system providers is that they really do all of the work of managing and creating and uploading all of the HITs that you upload into the platform and that are delivering those results back to you.
[9:03] Some of our solution providers are listed on this slide here. We really do have a robust eco‑system. From service providers who are very much like consultants who will sit with Requesters and determine what their needs are for crowd sourcing, and then go build a work flow that's specific to them. Freedom OSS, Model Metrics, and Statera typically fall into that bracket.
[9:26] To the other side of the spectrum, which is the applications, such as Speaker Text or CastingWords that do transcription. SmartSheet which provides an Excel‑like interface to Mechanical Turk. That was actually the application that I started using Mechanical Turk with.
[9:41] And then we have applications, like TagASaurus, which will do free‑form tagging for you. And then, Feedback Army is a small partner who has an application that will get you feedback on your website.
[9:54] So the eco‑system application partners is growing all of the time. And we're very interested in working with new partners, so please do contact us if you're interested in that program.
[10:10] So next, I wanted to provide some updates to the product. We have been busy at Mechanical Turk. And I'm going to share some of the changes that we've made to the platform, some of the external changes that we've made to the platform in the last quarter.
[10:24] So the first is Worker management, and we'll go into a bit more detail about this. It was released in October of 2010. "Search by Requester Name," which I know, from reading the forums, has been a very popular feature request and a popular new feature with our Workers. We'll talk a little bit about that.
[10:40] And then, we've made some improvements to in‑progress stack approvals and rejections. And it is essentially, a future extension where previously you weren't able to do in‑progress approvals and rejections for work via CSPs. You were only able to do it manually through the WebUI. So this reports bulk actions of approvals and rejections and we're very excited about that. We've also made some updates to the API, and the engineering team will speak to that shortly.
[11:09] So just to talk about Worker management and the features that were released in October... We wanted to make it easier for Requesters to find the Workers who were good at their work, their HITs.
[11:22] And when we did the analysis and we talked to customers, what we heard consistently was, "I want to understand who my Worker is, who my Workers are, and what their performance is on my work. I need to have better tools to manage qualifications so that I can put my great Workers into a qualified Worker group. And I wanted to have better tools around how to bonus, block, and assign qualifications for specific Workers or groups of Workers."
[11:48] We listened to that feedback and developed a set of tools that were responsive to those asks from Requesters. And the first one of these... And there's a more detailed presentation that we'll link to from the blog, but the first one was creating a "Workers" tab.
[12:06] So if you're a Requester, you're able to see all of the Workers that have done work for you and then also get approval rate information and qualification information, as well as block status.
[12:18] You're able to make modifications with lists. So that, if you have Workers who are doing exceptionally well at your work, you can easily create Workers and assign those Workers to that work group.
[12:32] Some of the other features that were added here is this ability to do mass assignment to a qualification through upload/download via CSP, essentially. And then, there are some customizations you can make to what you actually see on the website screen. But this new feature set from last fall was really designed to give Requesters more control through the Web UI of who their Workers are and more methods in which they can quickly manage them.
[13:06] In addition to sort of a holistic view of who the workforce is, we also have individual Worker pages. These are sort of detail pages specific to a specific Worker who has done work for you. You can only access this page if you have a relationship with the Worker. If you access this page, you're able to see the number of assignments that Worker has done for you and their approval rate on those assignments. You're also quickly able to block and bonus Workers from this screen. If you do decide to bonus a Worker, you'll need to have either access this screen from a work they've previously done, or know a HIT ID that you can relate that bonus to.
[13:46] On this page, you can also manage the qualifications for a work that a Worker has currently received from you. So if there is an individual Worker that you wanted to add to a qualification, you quickly add them to this page. You can also modify their score through this page. So we really wanted to give a holistic view of the Worker and holistic view of the work force, and these tools are intended to do that.
[14:12] The last part of it is qualifications. You can now create your own qualification types in the web UI. You're able to... These are what we would call simple qualifications. The qualifications don't involve a task. If you want to create a qualification type with the test, you would still need to do that via the APIs. But this allows you to have characteristics of your Workers to see how they've actually performed on your work and then quickly create a qualification. You can also remove qualifications from this page, as well.
[14:47] The next feature that we released just really a few weeks ago was "search by a Requester name." Again, this was listening to Workers. What we heard from Workers was that they want... They had essentially favorite Requesters, and they wanted to have easy ways to find those Requesters. So we made some modifications to our search box. Actually, Adam is one of the engineers who led on this project. So maybe you would speak to it, Adam.
Adam:  [15:14] Yeah. The ability to search by a Requester name is something that you guys have wanted for a long time. It was really fun for us to be able to add this, and really gratifying to see the positive response.
[15:27] Basically, what we've done is we've taken the name of the Requester as it appears. And internally, we treat each of the words making up that name as something like the keywords. So in the same way that you can search on other words from the title or the keywords list for each of the HIT groups, you can search for any of the individual words or combinations of the words that are in the Requester's name.
[15:53] So if you want to search for all the Amazon Requester HITs, you can type Amazon Requester. If you want to search for CastingWords, you type CastingWords. If several Requesters have the same word in their names, then you can use that word as a search term.
Natala:  [16:10] So it's an exciting improvement to the search offering within the work catalog, and we hope you'll use it. One other tip that we sort of have... If you come across a Requester that you like, we recommend bookmarking the page. It'll show you all of... It's a quick way to navigate back to that Requester.
Adam:  [16:26] Yeah. Many of you might not know this, but on the search pages, you're able to click on the Requester's name. That's a link that takes you to a search page that just shows all the HITs done by that specific Requester, and then that page is bookmarkable.
Natala:  [16:44] Great. Thanks Adam. Next, we want to talk a little bit about API best practices, and James will be giving us his updates.
James:  [16:54] Yeah. So one thing that we've seen is Requesters especially who are doing a large volumes... Oftentimes, they have an application running and that's creating HITs for them or it's doing a variety of things possibly disposing HITs. So in some cases, those applications (you know they are running overnight or unattended) for some reason maybe there is a bad data in the input set that the Requester is trying to process or their account runs out of funds or something. There's a variety of things that can happen. What we've seen is that, those Requesters then wind up getting a whole lot of errors.
[17:31] So we, internally on our platform, monitor the rate of errors and make sure that if we ever see anything that's unusual, we investigate that. So from the best practices standpoint for these Requester applications we really suggest that you do a similar type of monitoring. The point being, not that we don't want to see the errors, because if you send us a request and we respond with an error, it's not the end of the world... But the relevant point is that, if you're spending time and energy in compute cycles trying to put HITs into the system or do other things with HITs, you wind up spending a lot of time and energy and not getting as far as you would like.
[18:19] So whatever kind of email alerts or monitoring or anything that you can put in place to make sure that you're seeing, if you suddenly get a ramp up of errors, will allow you to get back into action more quickly. Another piece of that also is, if you do see errors... The best thing to do if you ever have an error from the API and you're interested in what's going on with that and you want to get support on that, what we really need is the full details of the error. So saying... Yes?
Natala:  [18:57] Yes.
James:  [18:57] Yes. So saying, "I've got an error when I called this supposed HIT yesterday." That's really kind of tough for us to dig into, because we have a high volume of calls. Saying, "Here's the exact text that I got back which has request ID and all this other stuff," that makes it much easier for us to dig into and identify whatever the root cause might be that could be contributing to that.
Natala:  [19:20] And a great way... A great thing to do when you get an error like that that you can't troubleshoot is to post the AWS Mechanical Turk Forums. And that way, we have a team that looks at the forums and you're able to get best practices, not only from us, but also from other Requesters who've encountered some of the similar errors or issues or questions. So we really recommend that when you have a technical question, that you go the AWS forums.
Adam:  [19:52] This is Adam here. So another one of the pain points that some of our very large Requesters run into is when they use some of our polling interfaces. The Search HITs API, the Reviewable HITs API. You can start to see slow downs, especially when you have very, very large numbers of pages or very, very large numbers of active HITs in the system. One of the things that we recommend, if you're able, is instead of polling those interfaces, to take advantage of the notification capability that we've built into our API.
[20:28] This is the ability for us to send you emails or send you REST or SOAP‑style web services calls to an end point that you provide, that you expose whenever certain events happen. Like when all the assignments for a HIT get completed. This way, instead of you having to put this effort into using what our fairly expensive polling interface is, you can actually, very quickly, respond when the state of your data changes in interesting ways.
Natala:  [21:04] Thank you.
James:  [21:09] OK. So one last thing on this slide... So one thing that we've noticed for Requesters who've done significant amounts of volume in the system is that, as they get HITs that are completed by Workers, those HITs end up in a state of reviewable or they moved them into reviewing. And at that point, those HITs might be something that Requesters not planning to do anything more with. Then the logical next step in the HIT life cycle is to dispose that HIT. But oftentimes, Requesters won't do that, because it doesn't actually deliver any value to them to dispose the HIT, because they're not getting more results or anything like that. It's not like Extend or something like that.
[22:01] So the question is, "Why dispose?" And the answer is that we have a number of API's, get reviewable HITs is one of them, Search HITs is another for which the performance of those API's has a whole lot to do with how many undisposed HITs you have. And that's just because there's more data in the system.
[22:23] And especially, there are certain acts that pattern certain sort properties, certain sort directions which will behave differently if you have large numbers or undisposed HITs versus small numbers of undisposed HITs. So as a general practice, what we recommend is, if you've got an application that is managing your HIT life cycle, that you make sure at the end, once you've collected the results, to go through a step where you dispose a HIT.
[22:54] If you're manually managing HITs and you're looking at batches, make sure that you go through and clean up those whole batches for which you've collected the results and you no longer need those to be live in the system. It improves performance for those API's for you. These large numbers of undisposed HITs, really, it doesn't affect other Requesters it affects your experience of our API's. So in the interest of having you get the best experience from the API, reducing those numbers of undisposed HITs is the key to performance there.
Natala:  [23:30] Thank you, James. So we did want to just spend a few minutes speaking about best practices as it relates to HIT designs or Human Intelligence Task design. We know that from our research and from speaking with Requesters and Workers, the way in which your HIT is designed has a significant impact in the quality of results that you receive and the speed at which Workers are able to do the work.
[23:55] There are five best practices that we highly recommend. The first is clear and concise instructions, providing clear and concise instructions to Workers that make it very easy to understand what the task is and what a good task response would be is critical.
[24:12] Adding keywords to your HIT to make it searchable to visit some of the meta‑data that when you design your HIT you're able to add is very useful. Workers definitely search for certain types of tasks, photo moderation, classification categorization, business listing verification, having those types of keywords in the HIT description is very useful.
[24:33] The third thing to think about is the user experience or the design of your HIT, making it as efficient as possible, minimizing instructions that push the work down to the bottom of the page. Minimizing scrolling is very important to think about when you design your HIT.
[24:51] The fourth and fifth things are things that are interlocked. One is, when you first run your HIT in the platform, consider it to be a test. I typically run a low volume of HITs to get feedback from Workers and to validate what the experience was, how long it took, and to make sure that the HIT itself is actually operationable. I'm not an HTML expert all the time and I definitely made mistakes in my HTML, and running a live test is a great way to get that feedback.
[25:19] So when I run a HIT for the first time, I often include an additional box that says "any feedback on this HIT." And that feedback from Workers is very useful. Our Worker population is incredibly dedicated, and they spend a lot of time doing the work on these HITs and they see the highest variety of them, and they are able to give incredible feedback.
[25:42] So definitely listening to the feedback from Workers. And then, the last thing is to test and iterate. It's defiantly a process where there's a learning curve over time, what you start with as a HIT and what you end up with as the best HIT template will change over time. And so doing that testing is a great way to optimize the experience, especially when you are looking to get to high volumes.
[26:04] The next slide that I'm showing has an example of two HITs. The one on the left hand side... Both of these are the same type of work. They're both content creations. Fundamentally, they are both asking the Worker to write an article of some type. The one on the left is by a Requester that's using our iframe through the API.
James:  [26:31] On the right is the iframe.
Natala:  [26:32] On the right, the one that's colored.
James:  [26:36] I'm sorry. Yeah.
Natala:  [26:39] The one on the left is in the iframe. And there's some things they are able to do as a result of being in the iframe that really changes the quality results that they get. The one on the right is using the HTML. Both of them have long detailed instruction, but in this case, those instructions are convoluted and difficult to understand, and there's no built in validations. The reason I wanted to show this HIT is to give a graphic example of how the design of the work that you put into the platform impacts the results that you get.
[27:16] In the HIT that's using an iframe, they've actually built in some validations, as well as done some things that make the experience very positive for the Workers.
[27:27] So in that one, it clearly states what the reward is and what the bonus structure is. The Worker knows that if they do this HIT then the certain expectation of what would happen and the potential upsides are. They have built in validations, in their case its word count, spelling, and grammar. And then the last thing is that they also validate before you are allowed to submit. This helps them filter out work that doesn't meet the minimum criteria, and insures that they get results that are usable. This is something that we think many Requesters should think about when they're designing their HITs is, how to have built in validation.
[28:07] And this gets to an overall question we get quite commonly from Requesters is, "How can I get more accurate results? Are there strategies that I can use to improve the results that I get? We know that Mechanical Turk has a volume of high quality Workers, so I want to make sure that I'm getting valid answers."
[28:27] There are four strategies that we recommend and we know a number of Requesters are using. The first is plurality. So this is when you have an assignment sent to multiple works, and you determine whether or not the answer is valid based upon the agreement of a Worker's answer.
[28:45] So let's say you want to find out if a photo is appropriate or not. You have two Workers answer that question, "Is this photo appropriate or not?" If both Workers agree, then you can determine that is a valid answer. If there's disagreement, you could then go to traditional Workers to see if there is able to be a majority of the Workers having the same answer, and you would get agreement through that.
[29:12] The next way in which you can improve your accuracy is by qualifying and training your Workers. So this is by having test HITs in the platform, by having work that trains Workers for the types of answers that you're looking for. It's definitely a little bit more work to get qualified and trained Workers done. But it's very fruitful in terms of having your own dedicated workforce through Mechanical Turk that is capable of answering types of questions or work that you put in the platform.
[29:44] The third is leveraging bonus payments. I find that, particularly for creative work where there is a quality assessment of the work submitted, you don't have a yes or no answer or a numeric answer, bonus payments work very well. And that way you can encourage types of work that is what you consider to be higher quality, but still pay all Workers for the work that they complete that meets the minimum quality bar.
[30:08] And the last one we call known data sets, sometimes referred to as gold standards. But this is basically having elements of your HIT that are validated from other data that you know. So for example, if you were doing something with verification, and you were asking a Worker to verify the location of a business, you may actually know the zip code for that business already, and so if a Worker puts in a zip code that doesn't match your known data of that zip code, then would know that the answer was potentially incorrect. And so it's using those built in validations.
James:  [30:50] So this is James, here. Just one note on all of these things... These strategies... As a new Requester you can expect it's probably going to take a little experimentation to figure out what the right strategy is for you, for the type of work that you're doing, to get the best, most accurate response out of the system. It may be some combination of these is going to work best for you. It may be that trying one of these and refining you strategy a little bit over time is going to give you the best results.
[31:24] Just because of the human element of the system, sometimes Requesters have started with a strategy, which on paper looks great, but it turns out that as they discover when they go to use it, Workers actually may be interpreting their instruction differently than they had expected, or there's some element of their strategy that turns out to work out as well as they had thought. And prac‑term it, basically try it out. And the key to experimentation is the ability to put work in the system, and bring it back and take a look at what you got back. This is typically not a one shot deal where you take a block of work, and put it in, and that's the end of the story.
[32:09] As a Requester who's going to be utilizing this platform, you want to learn how to best manage your Workers and best manage your work. Learning, taking a look at what comes back and figuring out how to adjust your approach is key.
Natala:  [32:23] Definitely, iteration is what I think will make your success and the applicants that you receive much higher. So now we are going to be moving into the Q&A portion of the session today. We have about 30 minutes for Q&A. We did receive a few questions that we'll start with previously via alternative methods, Twitter, Facebook, Turker Nation, and Quora. So we'll start with those questions and we'll also be looking at the questions that you guys have submitted during the session.
[32:55] The first question that we've gotten quite a few times over that last few months is, "What is an invalid HIT?" And we, first of all, want our Requesters and our Workers to know that we take invalid HITs and invalid work very, very seriously.
[33:10] As a platform we've seen that the marketplace health is really seeing that there's as great dynamic, a positive dynamic between Requesters and Workers. And we want to make sure that Requesters get valid work back from the workforce, and that Workers have valid work for them to do. We have some guidelines on what we consider to invalid HITs, and these guidelines are outlined on this page and we also have a blog post that outlines them as well.
[33:39] At a very high level, we never want HITs in the platform that ask Workers for their individual identities, or their personal identifying information, email address, either directly or indirectly. We don't support promotion of a site, service, or opinion. We consider to be invalid, HITs that violate the terms and conditions of an activity or website for example. It is one thing that we'll definitely see on the platform, asking Workers to vote for something or bookmark something. We have some rules around explicit or offensive content, and we do have an adult content qualification, that if you want to have Workers do something that may have adult imagery, you would use that adult content qualification.
[34:31] We don't support solicitations. We don't support generation of referred site visits or click‑through traffic. We definitely do not support asking Workers to take action to manipulate a search engine's relationship data. So things like, "Search for my name on Google and tell me what the first result is." That's not the kind of HIT that we want to see in the platform. And of course, any HIT that violates copyrights is something that we consider to be invalid.
James:  [35:02] James here again, just a quick note... In terms of Workers reporting inappropriate HITs, what's key here is consistency. So just as if a Worker comes into the system and does bad work, we want to discourage that. We also want to discourage Requesters who are putting invalid HITs into the system.
[35:24] So what we have seen is that some Requesters come in, they'll be reported as inappropriate, which is great. They'll be taken down and they'll come back. So that does happen. Reporting those HITs as inappropriate is key because it allows us to... Even though it looks like the same content from a different Requester, it allows us to respond to that happening. So we would like for that to never happen, we would like for those HITs to never appear in the system. But it's when they appear, when they show up, that's when we know that they exist. So Workers reporting them as inappropriate is critical to us being able to respond.
Natala:  [36:04] Definitely, I absolutely agree with that James. And there's really two sides for Workers to keep in mind. One is, don't do the work. If you see an invalid HIT, mark it as inappropriate but, also, don't do the work. And then report them. Reporting them to us is a great signal and we take action on those reports.
[36:27] So the next question we got was from JC via Quora, and the question was, "Can you explain more about a best practice iframe HIT and how it works?" Specifically, if a Worker HITs an iframe and it posts directly into a database, how is the meta‑data captured, what is the Worker ID, and he had a question about the Turk documentation here. And I know James and Adam had thought about this question, and we're going to share an answer.
James:  [37:02] Yeah, let me talk about the two flavors of HITs that you can create in the systems today. This iframe HIT is the second flavor but it's worth talking about both of them. When you create a HIT, you pass in a structured document, in a structured XML document, which can be one of two flavors. There's a QuestionForm, and there's an ExternalQuestion.
[37:24] What we're talking about here is an iframe HIT which is an ExternalQuestion. That document basically... It's not much to it. Basically, it contains a tag that has the source attribute that points to a URL that you, as a Requester, maintain. The way that's displayed on the site is, we call it an iframe HIT because we actually render an iframe, and your content shows up in there.
[37:53] The other type is a QuestionForm. In that case, the XML document has to conform to a schema that we provide and fill in the documentation. But basically, you're describing your question, not an HTML and you're not providing a source attribute. But instead, you're describing it using a little language that we use for a presentation. And that has various capabilities in terms of layout, in terms of validation, in terms of the ability to embed some XHTML.
[38:28] So there are pros and cons to these two things. One of the pros of the ExternalQuestion or iframe HITs is that you can write arbitrary HTML. You can do whatever you want. That could include multiple Flash apps. It could include all kinds of crazy JavaScript that you might want to do.
[38:54] But there's a downside. Right? One is that you are now authoring HTML. HTML behaves differently in different browsers. So you need to make sure that you've tested your iframe content across multiple browsers and that you make sure that it's something that your Workers will be able to use, regardless of whatever browser they might be using.
[39:16] QuestionForm on the other hand, we handle that for you. So QuestionForm has the benefits of consistency. It displays in the UI in a consistent format for Workers. ExternalQuestion or iframe, it has the benefit of flexibility.
[39:36] So one of the pieces for QuestionForm is that you don't need to host anything. You're just submitting this XML document. We'll render it for you. For iframes, you need to host something. You need to host a URL where the Worker, when they come to Turk and they accept your HIT, the iframe renders in their browser. That's coming out to your server, and you need to be able to interact with them in the appropriate way. That kind of takes us to the next piece.
[40:07] So the next piece which is when a Worker is at your iframe, URL, that's vended by your server when they submit their work, they're actually submitting from your content.
Adam:  [40:27] In coming from the Web page that you submit, we have certain patterns that we need for you to abide by to make sure that the Worker's Web browser is directed back to our website, directed back to the external submit URL with certain required parameters we hand off to you. The Worker ID, the assignment ID, we need these things to be handed back to us.
[40:53] Now, because we hand these things off to you, there are a number of things you can do while you have the user, essentially, on your website. This is your opportunity to capture timestamps, to capture Worker IDs, to capture any other meta‑data that you might be interested in. There are actually two different ways that you can go about doing the submission. Right? You can just serve a single Web page. You can even put this Web page up as just flat HTML in S3, and it'll post directly back to Mechanical Turk website.
[41:26] You can also use this form and have it submit first to your server, where you can capture things in your database and then redirect to us. There are a number of tricks you can play with this where you can actually have multiple‑page work flows where depending on how a Worker answers things on the first page you can take them to a different second page to provide more drill‑down information.
[41:53] So again, we provide you with a lot of power and a lot of flexibility in what you do inside of the iframe. But understand that this also means some unpredictability for the Workers that they aren't always sure what they're getting into, and it puts a much heavier maintenance and quality assurance burden on you. So be super serious about making sure that what you do inside of iframes is very high quality, is going to stand up to a lot of different ways the Workers are going to try and use it.
James:  [42:24] Just one last note... On Turker Nation, there are sometimes discussion about broken submit buttons. Those broken submit buttons are typically related to iframe Requesters there's some problem with their HIT. The Workers view is that they're on Mechanical Turk, and they're not able to submit their work to Mechanical Turk. They see it as their Turk experience. But in fact, when you have one of these iframe HITs, a big piece of their experience of Turk is really coming from your site.
[42:54] So you need to make sure that they don't wind up in a spot where they can't actually submit the work. Because then, they're not even sure sometimes whether to notify the Requester or what to do about that. Because they don't know what's going on. They just see that the Submit button is missing, or it's grayed out, they can't click on it or something like that.
Natala:  [43:12] That's another instance where it's useful to report an issue with the HIT. I think you can report this broken to us and it creates a flag and it signals, and it's very useful.
[43:26] So the next question we have is actually one that Jaquelin, who's listening to the call, asked. And it's part of her question, we had some ideas of the sort of questions we might get. It's, "How should I price my HIT?" This is definitely one of the questions that we get. It is, "What should I do for pricing? What's the appropriate price?"
[43:48] First, some best practices that we have in sort of how we think about pricing. First of all, Mechanical Turk is a marketplace. You determine the offer for your work, and Workers choose what they want to do. So in many ways price is very elastic. It is bound by that relationship between the Requester and Worker. And there are a number of other signals, such as volume in the platform, time of day, Worker qualification that impact the price itself.
[44:16] Some of the things you can do to figure out what the ultimate and best price is... First, do the task yourself. How long does it take you to complete that task? What would be your reasonable hourly wage? So if you're doing a photo moderation task that takes you three seconds to complete the task, you can do a thousand of them in an hour what's that multiple? What's the value of that work to you?
[44:37] Second is to do a marketplace test. Put in a simple HIT at different prices and see how long it takes to get done and the quality that you get back. You may get feedback from Worker. Sometimes you might have a 15‑minute task. That's a fairly long task. But Workers may say, "Yes, I can complete that work in 15 minutes, but what I'd like to do is to have four of your HITs, and I'd like to have an hour to complete them." So it may take them only 15 minutes to do the actual task, but they want to have an hour of time to ponder and think about how to manage that task itself. So you may get some different feedback by putting a test into the platform.
[45:17] The second thing to think about is the relationship between price, velocity, and the ease of use of the task. So an easier‑to‑complete task that's more fun may end up having a lower specific price, but that may impact the overall velocity. So if you have a task and you want it to be done overnight, a slightly higher price may expedite it. But if you also have a task that's very easy to do, and you're consistently putting work in the platform, that may lower your price. So there really are a lot of market dynamics.
[45:46] Some of the other strategies you can do... When you think about the items that you're getting done and the price per item, sometimes you can combine multiple items into a single HIT. So we see this a lot with photo moderation. You can do one photo being moderated it in a single HIT, or you can combine ten or 15 or 20 photos into a single HIT, and then have the group pricing for that set of work. And that often lowers the overall per item price.
[46:15] The last thing to do... I think one of the most important things to do is, look at the marketplace and see what similar tasks are being priced. That gives you a barometer of what the marketplace is currently, competition looks like. It is a great indicator to see sort of where these price points are.
[46:37] So the next question that we often get is, "How do I attract good Workers? How do I find these best Workers?" We talked a little bit about the qualification tools that we have available, but there is another tool, and tips and tricks that we want to speak too. One is your reputation makes a big difference. Take the time to build a good reputation, and that comes with quick and fair payment. Take the time to bonus your best Workers. This is a great way of identifying the Workers who are doing excellent work for you and encouraging them to do more work for you.
[47:11] The last thing for really high volume Requesters that we recommend is participating in the forums. There is a forum called Turker Nation. It has a very active Worker population on it. There are a number of active Requesters there as well. It is a great way to get engagement with Worker and get some very straightforward feedback on the work that you're putting to the platform and to help establish reputation.
[47:37] Another question that we got... We got this question from Turker Nation. The question was, "How should I handle blocks? How should I think about blocks?" First of all, I want to state, we read the thread. We definitely listen to what you say, and we take it very seriously. We know there is hundreds of features that you would like to have fixed, and we really are very dedicated to fixing those things.
[48:03] Block is definitely an area where... I think it impacts Workers quite a bit, and they have a lot of questions around, "Why did I receive a block? What can I do about that block and what does it mean for me when I get a block?" So the first thing to know is, blocks prevent... Fundamentally, the way that blocks work is, they prevent Workers from working for a Requester.
[48:26] There are a variety of reasons, both positive and negative, for why a Requester may choose to block a Worker. But that really... That's a decision between a Requester and a Worker and that Requester decided to block a Worker. It is individual and specific to that relationship. Mechanical Turk is not part of that decision‑making process.
[48:47] What we do do is, we take the volumes of blocks with the current system as a signal of quality. And that's not a specific signal. "Oh, this Worker has 'X' number of blocks. Oh, this Requester does 'X' number of blocks." But we take them as indicators, and we investigate them very seriously.
[49:05] We know that it's sometimes a difficult area for a Worker if they've been blocked by a Requester they enjoy doing work for. There may be a number of reasons. What we do recommend is that you work directly with that Requester. They are the ones who have the ultimate control over that block.
[49:24] So now we're going to open it to general questions. And we see a number of questions today on the board, so we're just going to take a second here.
[49:37] One of the big questions is, "Will this webinar be archived for future access, and will the URL be?"
[49:42] We will have a blog post on the Mechanical Turk blog, which is mechanicalturk.typepad.com, and we will be posting the webinar there.
[49:54] There's another question that asks about transcriptions. We actually... Some of you may see this task in Mechanical Turk, but we will be posting the recording of this webinar to Mechanical Turk to get transcribed. And then we'll be using that transcription as part of the post on the blog.
[50:14] So one of the questions from B.T. Nunya is, "Will we offer tools for Requesters to correct mistakenly constructed HITs and rejections? As a Worker, I have received several rejections through no fault of my own because of Requester error."
[50:32] And I think this really gets to that question of when a Requester creates a HIT and they haven't done the proper validations and they put it in the platform and it doesn't go the way they expected.
[50:43] So two things here... One, as Requesters, we highly recommend that you test your HIT. And we also recommend that when you're in that testing phase, you pay your Workers for being participants in that testing work. That is a strong recommendation from Mechanical Turk.
[51:03] I think the interim validation aspect of it is difficult.
James:  [51:09] Well, there a feature ask here, too, which is the ability for Requesters to correct a mistaken rejection. We've heard that. And that's something that we have talked about and considered.
[51:21] Obviously, we can't commit specifically to things we may or may not deliver, but this is something that has come up for sure. We see it as a pain point that's not just a pain point for Requesters, it's really a pain point for the Requester‑Worker relationship. And that relationship is key to the success of, well, individuals on the platform, but also the platform itself.
Natala:  [51:48] Great. The next question is from Mark Pratt. "Does Mechanical Turk integrate with Amazon's flexible payments so that it's possible to, for example, add a markup?"
[52:03] So I think that's two questions. We do integrate with flexible payments. FPS, we call them internally. In that, that's how Requesters fund their account is through the Amazon Payments platform. And it is also how we pay Workers is through Amazon Payments.
[52:22] But your question about a markup... We don't have it built in for partners, or applications or service providers, we don't have an application that does your payment processing for you. So that's something that you would need to work on as sort of how you define your business is how you collect payment.
James:  [52:41] Yes. Pretty much. You would have to proxy the payment. I mean, if you're operating on behalf of another Requester, you need to figure out, you'll have to pay the Workers and then you'll have to figure out how to collect payment.And that would be where you'd apply the markup. That's the way it is today.
Natala:  [52:58] One thing that some Requesters, that some of these partners or applications have done, is that they charge a flat fee for using their application and then they ask you to have an API token for your Mechanical Turk access, that you then pay directly for the HITs. But they charge you a flat fee for using their service.
[53:17] There's definitely a variety of options in the way ion which you could do this, but there's no built in method today for partners or applications or solution providers to do a markup.
James:  [53:30] It's an interesting concept because it comes back to the fact that somebody picking up, as a Requester, picking up or as the case, an API for the first time, there's a number of things they need to figure out in order to go from having a use case to being successful using the platform. And that just has to do with learning the Worker ecosystem, et cetera.
[53:51] So the idea that somebody could figure that out and vend it out as a service, we have folks in that space who are doing that. And it's a great business opportunity, but we don't actually integrate the relationship between those two parties, the actual source of the work and this intermediate Requester who has figured out how to use the platform in a really effective way. We don't really intermediate.
Natala:  [54:21] One of the questions is, "If you have repetitive work that needs to be done day in and day out, is it possible to assign one Worker for this specific daily task?"
[54:34] Sort of.
Adam:  [54:35] So a couple things to say about this... The mechanism of qualifications, of qualification types and qualifications is... One of the main functions of it is to restrict the group of Workers who can work on it. But you can also think of this as driving an incentive process.
That if you have, for example, a very small group of Workers and they know to expect something, and you can communicate with them using, say, the Notify Worker API... Let them know that, "Hey, I'm going to be posting this task every day at 2: [54:55] 00 Eastern time and I'd really like for the two of you to work on this. Can you do this reliably for me?" And use the qualification to restrict it to those Workers with whom you've built that sort of direct, one‑to‑one relationship.
[55:29] What we've seen some Requesters do, when they want to have a small pool of Workers who are just basically available 24/7, so that they can get very fast responses, is they will actually keep a HIT group filled with a small number of HITs that they don't really need done. But it's just keeping a constant pool of work available, so the Workers stay engaged. And then, they can always drop a HIT that they actually do need done with a very short turnaround into that group. And that's been a useful feature for some of the Requesters who have needed those sort of fast turnaround, reliable availability of Workers.
[56:08] In terms of daily tasks, I think that really the best way to do that is by actually coordinating, finding a group of Workers who you think you can trust and then coordinating directly with them to arrange that sort of daily work arrangement.
Natala:  [56:24] Thanks, Adam. The next question that we have is from Tim. I believe it's from... I just lost it, sorry, from Brent Lee. "How many Workers are currently registered to work on HITs?"
[56:38] This is a number that we're very excited to answer. We have over a half a million Workers worldwide from over 190 different countries who are registered to work on HITs. The thing that I would say is, it's a very large number. And the question that I often get that follows it is, "OK, so there's half a million Workers on your platform. That's awesome. Does that mean they are going to work on my work?"
[57:03] And I think the answer is, "Yes." And when it comes to the velocity and the time, there's sort of... Speed, price and accuracy are the three characteristics that Requesters are most concerned about when they think about, "Will my work get done?".
[57:18] It's really about taking into account how you price your HIT, how you design your HIT that impacts whether or not and how quickly your work gets done. But there are certainly enough qualified Workers within the platform to do all the work that is available. And we'd obviously love to have more work in there.
[57:38] The next question was an API question and where should they post their API questions. We do have a developer forum. It's part of the AWS developer forums. The URL isn't very specific. So what you can do, I will read off the URL, but we will also post to it on the website so that there's more awareness around it.
[58:06] And that URL is http://forums.aws.amazon.com/forum.jspa?forumID=11.
[58:19] It's a tongue twister. But we will post to the blog as part of this, that link, and make sure it's accessible. And we'll also be adding it to our website so it's a quicker link to get to the developer forum. Because we realize it's a very important place for those of you that have questions about using the API to go to.
So the next question... I think the question... Is there a follow up on that? OK, so we are actually at 12: [58:43] 01, so we are at the end of our Q&A period. I apologize, because there are definitely a number of questions that are still pending. And we really wanted to answer many of them. We'll stay on the line for a few more minutes.
[59:05] But just to wrap up very quickly a few things... One, we'll be posting to the Mechanical Turk blog an update on this webinar. We'll be posting the content, the slides, so you'll have access to them. And the URL for the blog is mechanicalturk.typepad.com. It's also a link in the footer of our primary website, which is mturk.com.
[59:30] You can also follow us on Twitter at amazonmturk, or you can find us on Facebook, at Facebook.com/amazonmturk.
[59:40] We really do appreciate the time that you've taken today to participate in this webinar. And we hope to be doing more of these events in the future. If you have feedback for us, we'll have a post on the blog today. Feel free to comment. We respond to those comments, and we definitely read them individually.
[60:01] Thank you.
[60:02] We'll take... One more question has come in, I think. "Will we post the information to the blog?" Yes, absolutely. And so, that's it. Do you guys have any final comments?
Adam:  [60:16] This was a lot of fun. It's really good for us to get to hear from you and see your questions, and just get a little bit more high touch with you. And we really enjoyed this, and we're really looking forward to doing this again.
James:  [60:31] Yes, James here. I'd like to reiterate that and to also say, whatever else Mechanical Turk is about, it's about people. And so, it's really interesting to see what people have to say and to get a chance to get the answers out to folks who are actually trying to use these APIs and get work done. So that's great.
Natala:  [60:55] Just a couple of last minute or two of elements... One question is, "How many people attended today?" We had about 100 people on the call today, which was why we had so many questions coming in, and we tried to manage that very quickly. And then, the posting to the blog will happen, I would say, by Monday. We are going to try to get the transcription as well. We'll be working on that.
[61:16] Thank you very much. It was awesome to be here with you, virtually, over the Interweb. And we really appreciate your participation and your questions. Thank you.
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